With continuous updates of DVR and desktop software features provided, the Pro-Vision HD System is built to adapt to the latest advances in technology, ensuring your system is ready for years of reliable service.

**FUTURE READY**
- Lifetime Customer Support
- System Health Monitoring
- Guaranteed Reliable
- Future Ready

**LIFETIME CUSTOMER SUPPORT**
Available at no additional cost, Pro-Vision takes pride in providing the highest level of quality customer service & technical support, all based from our US headquarters.

**FACTORY INSTALLATION**
PRO-VISION systems are simple by design, but few companies have the time and resources to install the equipment themselves. PRO-VISION is the only mobile video system manufacturer to offer bus factory installers to complete your on-site installation.

**GUARANTEED RELIABLE**
No other company in the industry provides a more inclusive, longer-lasting warranty. Our 5-YEAR Full-System Warranty and LIFETIME Cable and SDXC Card Warranty cover you no matter who installed it.

**SYSTEM HEALTH MONITORING**
With continuous updates of DVR and desktop software features provided, the Pro-Vision HD System is built to adapt to the latest advances in technology, ensuring your system is ready for years of reliable service.

**FUTURE READY**
- No longer do you have to perform time-consuming manual system operation audits. This saves time while ensuring you won’t be without video when an important incident occurs on a bus.

**VIDEO MANAGEMENT**
- SecuraMax™ saves you time by automating your long-term video storage and allowing you to share video files securely in seconds. It also provides an audit trail of who watched what videos and allows access to them on any device.

**RUGGED SOLID-STATE DESIGN**
- NO MOVING PARTS OR HARD DRIVE TO FAIL

**STOP-ARM SOLUTION**
Easily document evidence of stop-arm violations with the Pro-Vision HD Dual-Lens Stop-Arm Camera. The camera automatically detects and captures video of illegally-passing vehicles, including important details like license plates, and integrates with the on-board solid-state DVR.

**AUTOMATIC VIDEO OFFLOAD**
Save precious time by no longer physically removing a storage device from a bus DVR. By using built-in WiFi, the Pro-Vision HD System lets you choose a bus, date and time range and automatically offload the video files when your vehicles pull into range of your WiFi network.

**HD ZOOM TOOL**
The included PV Player™ Playback Software provides a tool for you to zoom in on any area of recorded video, allowing you to fully utilize the additional detail captured by 1080p HD cameras.

**1080p TRUE HD**
Get the full story of what’s happening in and around your buses with 1080p HD video on all cameras.

**GPS ROUTE HISTORY**
Review route efficiency and safety with available synchronized GPS mapping and tracking embedded within recorded video with an optional GPS Antenna.

**INDUSTRY’S BEST CAMERA COVERAGE**
From the driver seat to the back seats, no detail will be missed with the widest vertical and horizontal field-of-view, 1080p HD resolution and night vision recording.

**TRANSIT HIGH-DEFINITION SYSTEM**

**QUICK FACTS**
- 1080p True High-Definition Video
- Rugged Solid-State Design
- 5-YEAR Full-System Warranty
- Automatic Video Offload
- Industry’s Best Camera Coverage
- Remote Live Viewing
- GPS Route History
- Automated Video Management
- System Health Monitoring
- Industry’s Best Stop-Arm Solution
- Unbeatable Value

**EXCLUSIVE STOP-ARM SOLUTION**

**EXCLUSIVE AUTOMATIC VIDEO OFFLOAD**

**EXCLUSIVE RUGGED SOLID-STATE DESIGN**

**EXCLUSIVE GPS ROUTE HISTORY**

**EXCLUSIVE INDUSTRY’S BEST CAMERA COVERAGE**

**EXCLUSIVE 1080p TRUE HD**

**EXCLUSIVE HD ZOOM TOOL**

**EXCLUSIVE SYSTEM HEALTH MONITORING**

**EXCLUSIVE FUTURE READY**

**EXCLUSIVE VIDEO MANAGEMENT**

**EXCLUSIVE LIFETIME CUSTOMER SUPPORT**

**EXCLUSIVE FACTORY INSTALLATION**

**EXCLUSIVE GUARANTEED RELIABLE**

**EXCLUSIVE SYSTEM HEALTH MONITORING**

**EXCLUSIVE VIDEO MANAGEMENT**

**PROVISIONUSA.COM**

*To customers outside the U.S. & Canada, certain restrictions and limitations apply.*